White Paper

Callidus On-Demand Solutions:
The Best of Privacy and High Performance

Executive Summary
Economic pressures, rising information technology (IT) expenditures and a more concentrated focus on core
competencies have made Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) implementations increasingly popular. Analysts predict
the trend will continue. Today the question is not so much whether to use SaaS but rather what SaaS model
to choose from which vendor.
Enterprise incentive management (EIM), well suited for SaaS due to the nature of EIM peak-period business
processes, requires a speciﬁc technology architecture to be optimally successful. Selecting a vendor with the
right SaaS architecture can make the difference between mediocre results and rapid, increasing return on
investment (ROI) from EIM.
SaaS architecture factors such as infrastructure sharing, versioning and logical-versus-physical separation of
data carry signiﬁcant impact for EIM. Additional technology-related concerns regarding the mission-critical
requirements of EIM involve the following:
■

Privacy, security, reliability and high availability

■

Performance and scalability

■

Compliance

■

Conﬁgurability

■

Analytics and reporting

■

Workﬂow

■

Functionality and upgrades

■

Optional migration to an in-house implementation

With an approach validated by renowned industry analysts, Callidus On-Demand Solutions supplies the
optimal technology architecture that combines the best of the privacy world, including physical separation
of data between clients, and the best of the high-performance world, driven by a powerful Grid computing
architecture. Callidus Software® Inc. has leveraged and cultivated the ideal SaaS architecture model for EIM
and now offers it as a cost-effective, convenient means to deliver optimal value from outsourced incentive
compensation management.
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Overview
Today’s competitive organization requires the right tool for leveraging enterprise incentive management
(EIM) to align incentive compensation with corporate objectives, improve sales performance and payment
processes, and increase proﬁtability. More and more companies use Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) delivery for
enterprise-class applications such as EIM. Selecting the best SaaS EIM vendor involves evaluation of speciﬁc
criteria—starting with architecture—to optimize results.
This white paper describes the trend toward increased use of SaaS applications and discusses three popular
SaaS infrastructures that enterprises are considering for EIM today. The paper also covers criteria for EIM
vendor selection, highlighting the speciﬁc ways Callidus On-Demand Solutions brings customer-centric, bestin-class EIM to the marketplace using a SaaS model.

SaaS and Today’s Business Imperatives
“SaaS applications provide customers with centralized, network-based access to data with less overhead
than is possible when using a locally-installed application.”1 Economic pressures, information technology (IT)
prioritizing, ﬁerce competition and a heightened emphasis on core competencies—in addition to technology
advancements among SaaS models—are making SaaS an increasingly attractive tool for the efﬁcient
achievement of business objectives.
SaaS is deﬁned as “software that is owned, delivered and managed remotely by one or more providers.
The provider delivers an application based on a single set of common code and data deﬁnitions, which are
consumed in a one-to-many model by all contracted customers, at any time, on a pay-for-use basis, or as a
subscription based on usage metrics.”2
Because it enables an organization to outsource an entire software architecture and operations to a remote
provider, SaaS is similar to software hosting. Unlike hosting vendors, however, SaaS providers can offer lower
price points by using one architecture to serve the processing needs of multiple clients. SaaS vendors can
also supplement application-speciﬁc expert services that eliminate or signiﬁcantly lessen an organization’s
requirements for IT personnel, business staff and hardware.
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The Increasing Popularity of SaaS Models
While in-house software applications are designed to enhance organizational efﬁciencies and effectiveness,
these same applications can become counterproductive due to signiﬁcant costs of ownership. Because of the
large portion of IT bandwidth allocated for managing software alone, SaaS is an increasingly attractive option
when applied to well deﬁned tasks and business processes that can be performed externally and integrated
into the enterprise.
Ownership Responsibilities for Traditional On-Site vs. SaaS Implementations
Permutations of revision levels
for each layer of the stack

Client focus: core competencies
Vendor responsibility: all upgrades and maintenance

USER
USER

Business Application
Web / Application Server

From IT Management
to Business Management

Database

APPLICATION

Operating System
Hardware
Traditional On-Site Model

SaaS Model

SaaS exchanges complexity for predictability, enabling enterprises to circumvent the bulk
of a business process’s application management activities and focus resources on core
competencies instead.

“Today’s economic and competitive pressures make nearly any form of outsourcing fair game. Many
companies now consider various IT functions and business applications commodities and not core
competencies. This has made SaaS, essentially an outsourced application management business, more
attractive today than ASPs and hosting services of the past.”3
As the numbers of SaaS deployments expand in the marketplace, many analysts forecast a strong upward
trend in outsourced applications to cover areas outside organizations’ core competencies. According to
Gartner, Inc., “By 2010, 30 percent of software revenue will be derived from software delivered via SAAS
models (0.8 probability).”4
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A November 2005 Business Technographics survey performed by Forrester Research asked ﬁrms, “How
important are the following when considering adopting software-as-a-service?” For respondents answering
“Very Important,” the top four factors from organizations in North America were as follows:
■

71 percent mentioned application availability and reliability

■

45 percent mentioned fast deployment times

■

35 percent mentioned ﬂexible consumption

■

32 percent mentioned simpliﬁed pricing models5

The large number respondents who considered availability and reliability very important suggests there
should be no compromise on system availability at the expense of faster deployments, consumption ﬂexibility
and more simpliﬁed delivery models. EIM in particular demands high availability because it is mission critical,
requiring maximum uptime and reliability.

The Goal: Technology that Optimizes Results
As SaaS gains momentum, the issue of whether to use a SaaS application might very well become a question
as to which SaaS model to choose from the available vendors. Organizations evaluating SaaS models have
likely already concluded that outsourcing best suits their business strategy. The goal is optimal results from
the best vendor at the best price.
When it comes to EIM delivered in a SaaS model, the issue many companies face in the selection process
is choosing a vendor with a state-of-the-art, efﬁcient technology architecture that effectively addresses
issues speciﬁc to EIM business processes. To shed light on the technical aspect of selecting SaaS for EIM, the
following section provides an overview of several popular SaaS architectures offered by EIM vendors.

SaaS Technology for EIM
Not every technology is best suited for EIM. For ideal results, organizations seeking an SaaS EIM
implementation should start with a basic understanding of EIM and the various SaaS technology
infrastructures on the market. Selecting the ideal SaaS infrastructure model should involve careful
consideration of privacy, security, scalability, performance and application complexity—all critical factors for
EIM. As a general rule, the less complex the application, the less robust it is. Privacy, security and functionality
levels also decline with decreasing complexity.
This section explores advantages and disadvantages of three infrastructure models identiﬁed by analysts:
managed hosting service; the multitenant/single-version model; and the multitenant/multiversion, separate
database instance model.6
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Managed Hosting Service: Secure, but Cost-Prohibitive
A managed hosting service does not meet the strict deﬁnition of SaaS because it employs a hosting model,7
but in practice it functions very similarly to SaaS. A managed hosting service vendor uses a fully dedicated
system in which both hardware and software are assigned to a single client.
That client usually beneﬁts from superior security and privacy protection, but as Gartner states, a managed
hosting service “will have the highest theoretical costs because there is the least amount of cost sharing
across users.”8 Because a dedicated system is expensive for a vendor to administrate, it is nearly impossible
not to pass costs on to the client. Whether paying up front for hardware or not, the client—the only one
using the infrastructure—covers operational fees and equipment amortization.
Those implementing an EIM application via managed hosting also lack the advantage of Grid computing or
its equivalent in terms of speed and efﬁciency. Currently, no EIM managed hosting service leverages a Grid
conﬁguration—and it is Grid that provides the scalable processing power needed for EIM. An EIM system’s
efﬁciency and cost-effectiveness improve with Grid computing in a multitenant infrastructure, but with a
managed hosting service, backups, redundancies, co-located hardware and third-party vendor management
multiply costs.

Multitenant/Single-Version Model: Economical, but Simple and Vulnerable
A multitenant/single-version model provides SaaS in an infrastructure shared by multiple clients. Only one
version of the software is available at a given time, and each client’s database is logically but not physically
separated from the others.
Although economical to deliver, the multitenant/single-version model entails a risk due to the vulnerabilities
of a single point of failure and logical data separation. Gartner has indicated that “there is a potential
increase in security risk because the data is not physically separated, and the application upgrade schedule
is the vendor’s schedule, not the user’s.”9 The nature of EIM itself dictates the importance of physical
separation of data. Due to EIM’s complexities, it is important for clients to have a degree of control over the
timing of upgrades.
This model is most appropriate for less complex applications, such as commodity applications or tools, where
there are fewer integration and data feed points. It lacks the scalability for enterprise-class applications such
as EIM. A bug ﬁx might occur more rapidly for applications requiring little conﬁguration time on the part of
the vendor for each client.10 Therefore, as a general rule this model is less likely to incorporate customerspeciﬁc robust EIM features that enhance performance. Because it is a fully shared system, it is prohibitive to
migrate the application to an on-site implementation should the client wish to do so. In a multitenant/singleversion model, the advantages are mainly on the vendor’s—not the client’s—side.

Multitenant/Multiversion, Separate Database Instance Model:
Secure, Version-Controlled
A multitenant/multiversion, separate database instance model provides all the beneﬁts of the other
two models—without their drawbacks. In this model, multiple clients share the application execution
infrastructure. More than one version of the application software may be available at a given time. The
separate database instance results in physical separation of data among the clients.
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Gartner states that this physical separation lends itself to “improved data privacy” and offers “added
perceived data security.”11 In addition, the multitenant environment contributes to a reduction in overall
costs—and the ability to support multiple software versions makes upgrades more ﬂexible for clients, who
beneﬁt from multiple versioning and the ability to upgrade at their own discretion.12 Unlike a managed
hosting service, there are no prohibitive cost barriers that must be passed on to clients.
Support organizations favor higher application availability, and this SaaS model serves their preference well.
Because there is no shared-database infrastructure, data privacy and system availability are not compromised.
The multitenant/multiversion, separate database instance model is well suited for Grid computing, and many
vendors using this model choose a Grid infrastructure because it provides the processing power for complex,
conﬁgurable applications. Grid computing adds all the advantages of speed and accuracy while containing
costs for multiple users.
Migration to an in-house implementation is feasible with this model, and due to the nature of EIM, many
organizations prefer to have the ﬂexibility of a migration option. Whether or not migration is a possibility
depends on the vendor.
One of the newer SaaS models, the multitenant/multiversion, separate database instance model provides
the best of the privacy/security and scalability/performance worlds. It is ideal for EIM solutions, which involve
enough complexity to require advanced privacy and security measures, scalability, speed and conﬁgurability.
While leveraging standard operating processes, this model combines the privacy beneﬁts of a managed
hosting service—without the inherent costs—and the economies of a multitenant/single-version sharing
system infrastructure—without the vulnerabilities.

Application Complexity
Heavily customized,
version-controlled,
dependent applications

Cost
to
Deliver

Managed
Hosting Service

Multitenant/
Multiversion,
Separate Database

Commoditized
applications and tools

Configurable,
mission-critical
applications

Multitenant/
Single-Version

Privacy / Security Level
Callidus On-Demand Solutions’ multitenant/multiversion architecture, coupled with physical
separation among client databases, provides the ideal balance between cost and privacy for
complex, mission-critical applications such as EIM.
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Of the three architectures explored here—managed hosting service, the multitenant/single-version model
and the multitenant/multiversion, separate database instance model—the multitenant/multiversion, separate
database instance model delivers the greatest likelihood of optimal success with EIM. Callidus Software
leverages this particular model in Callidus On-Demand Solutions, its answer to enterprise-class EIM in a SaaS
implementation. The following section covers additional SaaS application selection factors as they relate to
Callidus On-Demand Solutions.

Ideal Architecture, Ideal Vendor
Because individual vendors differ, architecture models are just one aspect organizations should examine
prior to selecting a SaaS implementation for EIM. For example, the nature of outsourcing makes trust of
paramount importance when choosing a SaaS vendor. “To earn this trust, one of the highest priorities for
a prospective SaaS architect is creating a SaaS data architecture that is both robust and secure enough to
satisfy tenants or clients who are concerned about surrendering control of vital business data to a third party,
while also being efﬁcient and cost-effective to administer and maintain.”13
EIM industry leader Callidus Software has carefully examined SaaS market requirements, understands its
clients’ needs and values their trust. For the beneﬁt of enterprises seeking to make a SaaS EIM vendor
decision, the following are important selection criteria as addressed by Callidus On-Demand Solutions within
the multitenant/multiversion, separate database instance model. Analyst ﬁrm Gartner has highlighted many
of these criteria as critical for evaluation prior to choosing a SaaS vendor.14

Privacy, Security, Reliability and Availability
Each client’s data is physically separated with Callidus On-Demand Solutions, a must for enforcing maximum
data privacy. All clients—particularly the most risk-averse—therefore have less likelihood of data infringement
by an unauthorized party when using enterprise-class EIM.
In addition to data privacy, physical separation of data promotes security, reliability and availability. “Security
is paramount when outsourcing mission-critical functionality.”15 Security requirements for back-ofﬁce
ﬁnancials are more stringent than for front-ofﬁce, sales-facing applications. The very nature of EIM makes it
essential to ensure security, maximize uptime and availability, and eliminate any single points of failure—all of
which are aided by physical data separation within Callidus On-Demand Solutions.
The integrity of EIM data records for payment accuracy and consistency is carefully guarded in the system.
In the unlikely event that the Grid infrastructure goes down, each client has ready access to its own valuable
compensation data stores in their entirety, up-to-date and accurate. Such availability is crucial. As indicated
in the Forrester Research statistics cited earlier, clearly organizations place a great deal of value on the kind of
high availability embedded within the Callidus On-Demand Solutions architecture provides.
Callidus On-Demand Solutions uses a dedicated SUN®-managed Callidus Grid Compute infrastructure,
which provides state-of-the-art Grid computing with the latest, most reliable Sun equipment, data center
services and third-party software. Sign-on security is established via clients’ existing network security, such as
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and Active Directory® directory service.
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Performance and Scalability
Callidus On-Demand Solutions’ Grid computing is the epitome of all EIM application infrastructures, and
Callidus Software backs it with its own industry-leading TrueComp® EIM. It is the ideal technology for EIM
because it meets and exceeds EIM’s unique demands for high-performance and scalability.
With Grid computing’s virtually unlimited performance scalability, the number of multitenant SaaS clients
sharing the Grid—even during peak times—is not a concern. To further accommodate large processing loads,
Callidus Software works with clients to schedule major processing activities like pipeline runs to optimize
the scalability and use of the Grid utility. As a result, clients across all industries consistently beneﬁt from
Grid computing’s speed, power and ﬂexibility and Callidus Software’s experience in EIM business process
management.

Compliance
Current and future laws and regulations make compliance mandatory, creating a need for sophisticated,
up-to-date tracking and reporting. This is particularly true with EIM, where accurate compliance reporting
provides an absolutely critical service with the potential to save an organization signiﬁcant amounts of time
and money.
Callidus On-Demand Solutions fully addresses all existing legal and regulatory reporting demands with builtin, automated compliance features and will continue to do so as new requirements come into existence. This
includes compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) as well as certiﬁcation for the Statement on
Auditing Standards No. 70, Service Organizations (SAS 70). Certiﬁcation requirements are covered through
the Sun-managed Callidus Grid Compute Infrastructure alliance with the Raging Wire Data Center.

Conﬁgurability
“A well-designed SaaS application is distinguished by three qualities: scalability, conﬁgurability, and multitenant efﬁciency [italics in original].”16 Callidus On-Demand Solutions exempliﬁes each of these qualities. In
particular, its multitenant/multiversion, separate database instance model has built-in conﬁgurability based on
deep industry knowledge of EIM and an understanding of each client’s needs.
The Callidus Professional Services team carefully conﬁgures every client’s system to accommodate integration
points, data feeds and unique, EIM-speciﬁc requirements. With built-in integration for all major back-ofﬁce
enterprise resource planning (ERP) application providers, there are few systems Callidus On-Demand Solutions
cannot support. Callidus Software’s heritage as the leading best-of-breed provider of EIM solutions has
provided the knowledge and experience to master a variety of data integration issues.
No expensive custom coding is required. Clients can stage and test their systems for smooth operations prior
to deployment—one of the key issues Gartner recommends addressing with a prospective vendor.17 Clients
always sign off on Callidus On-Demand Solutions functionality before the implementation is considered
complete.
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Analytics and Reporting
TrueInformation® software extends highly scalable reporting capabilities to Sales, Finance and business
partners for sales and incentive visibility. Advanced analytic reporting occurs through the Callidus
TrueAnalytics™ option where clients can slice and dice sales and incentive information according to products,
customers, participants and incentives.
Encompassing multidimensional analyses based on ranking, sorting and ﬁltering, TrueInformation reports are
generated quickly via a user-friendly, Web-based point-and-click interface. The scope of reporting can range
from granular detail to overviews and summaries.

Workﬂow
Callidus On-Demand Solutions provides compensation process management and payee administration
through its Workﬂow Solutions option, which includes TrueResolution® software for resolving payment
disputes. Workﬂow Solutions also comes with a choice of the Payee Self-Service or Data Management
solution so users can leverage TrueResolution® software effectively.

Functionality and Upgrades
Clients receive the same cutting-edge, proﬁtable EIM functionality with Callidus On-Demand Solutions as
with a Callidus Software in-house implementation. Callidus Software serves more Fortune 1000 customers
than any other vendor and averages a three-year return on investment (ROI) of 200 percent or more.
The Callidus Professional Services team conducts upgrade procedures within six months after each new
software release, and clients can upgrade when they are ready within that timeframe. Upgrades, entirely
transparent to end users, occur on a mutually agreeable schedule so they do not interrupt clients’ peak
processing times or other critical functions. With the complexity of EIM, Callidus Software believes in giving
clients individualized attention and not unilaterally controlling versioning and upgrades as is the case with
multitenant/single-version models.

Migration Option
Organizations’ needs, requirements, management and strategies are all subject to change. If necessary, a
client can readily migrate a Callidus On-Demand Solutions SaaS instance to an in-house Callidus Software
implementation at any time. Choices such as the migration option provide ﬂexibility to make future
adjustments based on inevitable changes in clients’ core competencies and operational issues like transaction
levels and number of payees.
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Feature

Multitenant /
Multiversion,
Separate
Callidus
Database Instance On-Demand
SaaS
Solutions1

Managed
Hosting
Service

Multitenant /
Single-Version
SaaS

Shared application execution
infrastructure supports cost-effectiveness.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Multiple versions of application are
available simultaneously.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Data is physically separated from other
clients.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Maximized privacy and security levels
safeguard EIM back-ofﬁce processes.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Top-performance Grid computing
architecture ensures scalability.

No

Vendor-dependent

Vendor-dependent

Yes

Vendordependent

Vendor-dependent

Vendor-dependent

Yes

Difﬁcult

Difﬁcult

Vendor-dependent

Yes

Preproduction and testing environment
is available.
Clients have an option to migrate
their implementation on site.

Callidus On-Demand Solutions leverages a multitenant/multiversion, separate database instance SaaS model (as in the
adjacent column), enhanced with customer-centric features that provide ﬂexibility and help ensure proﬁtability from EIM.

1

Callidus On-Demand Solutions’ SaaS architecture is optimized for EIM across numerous
customer-satisfaction proof points.

The Callidus On-Demand Solutions Difference
For today’s competitive organization seeking to outsource EIM business processes, Callidus On-Demand
Solutions provides the ideal SaaS architecture with added features that optimize results from EIM. Now the
best in EIM—complete with optional support for business operations—is available in full breadth and depth
of functionality for clients who prefer SaaS. (For information about choosing between Callidus On-Demand
Solutions and a Callidus Software in-house implementation, please see the white paper Callidus On-Demand
Solutions: Enterprise Incentive Management in a Rapidly Deployed, Secure Environment.)
From privacy and security issues to Grid computing power to the option of migrating the entire
implementation in-house, Callidus Software has applied its deep industry knowledge and market awareness
to development and delivery of its SaaS implementations. Enterprises have complete access to the full suite of
products that meet all the expectations set by Callidus Software EIM industry leadership. Callidus On-Demand
Solutions clients are empowered with options founded on the ideal SaaS infrastructure for winning EIM in
today’s dynamic, competitive marketplace.
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About Callidus Software
Founded in 1996, Callidus Software (www.callidussoftware.com) is an industry leading Enterprise Incentive
Management (EIM) provider to companies across multiple industries. Callidus’ EIM systems allow enterprises
to develop and manage incentive compensation linked to the achievement of strategic business objectives.
Through its TrueComp Grid™ architecture, Callidus delivers the industry’s only EIM solution that combines
the power and scalability of grid computing with the ﬂexibility of rules-based interface. Customers/
partners include 7-Eleven, Accenture, CUNA Mutual, HP, IBM, Phillips Medical Systems, Sprint Nextel, Sun
Microsystems, Time Warner Corporation and Wachovia. Callidus is publicly traded on the NASDAQ under the
symbol CALD.
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